Approach to reduce the non-specific binding in microdialysis.
Measurement of unbound test compound concentrations at the biophase is routinely carried out in the drug discovery. Microdialysis is an established sampling technique for in vivo measurement of endogenous and exogenous compounds and it is commonly used for monitoring true concentrations. Endogenous compounds like neurotransmitters and neuropeptides in the brain are routinely evaluated as a proof of pharmacological activity of test compounds. Although, microdialysis offers several advantages over the conventional techniques for its use in brain pharmacokinetics, the absolute determination of extracellular concentrations of test compound depends on the predictable non-specific binding to the tubing and probe membrane. In the present investigation, we have demonstrated steps to predict non-specific binding and described approaches to reduce while working with compounds having different degree of adsorption properties. Non-specific binding to the tubing was measured in vitro for seven structurally diverse compounds and based on the binding characteristics, changes were adapted in study conditions. In vitro probe extraction efficiency was evaluated by gain and loss, which was further used as a second layer of measurement for non-specific binding. For selected compounds, in vivo probe extraction efficiencies were carried out and brain pharmacokinetics was evaluated in the prefrontal cortex of male Sprague-Dawley rats. Thus, the present approach demonstrates a systematic approach for evaluating and reducing the non-specific binding of test compounds to the microdialysis tubing and probe membranes. The stepwise approach described will strengthen the applicability of microdialysis in brain pharmacokinetics.